Worksheet
Mountain Poem

___________  ___________  ___________
(1 entry, name of mountain)

___________  ___________
(2 entries, location of mountain)

___________  ___________  ___________
(3 entries, descriptive)

___________  ___________  ___________
(4 entries, mountain activities)

___________  ___________  ___________
(5 entries, animals living there)

___________  ___________  ___________
(6 entries, sound words)

___________  ___________  ___________  ___________  ___________  ___________
(7 words to form a sentence, how the mountain may have formed)

Example:

Adirondacks
New York
rocky, snow-capped, barren
hiking, snowshoeing, kayaking, bird watching
moose, eagle, river otter, rainbow trout, dragonfly
sloooosh, timber, brrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr, trickle, SPLASH!, silence
Giant sleeping moose froze with white blankets.